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Pilot study assessing the effect of fascial manipulation on fascial densifications and 
associated pain
Kena McDermott
University of Bridgeport, USA

Previous studies have demonstrated a connection between pain reduction and improved function after treatments targeting 
the heavily innervated fascial network. This study analyzed changes in fascial thickness at points identified by participants to 
be painful following a brief treatment consistent with the mechanical treatment associated with Fascial Manipulation (FM). 
Pathological fascial densifications within various somatic regions 
were self-identified by participants as painful prior to confirmation 
and measurement of fascial thickness utilizing diagnostic 
ultrasound.  Densifications are defined as palpable thickenings of 
the loose connective tissue that are thought to consist of polymerized 
hyaluronan (HA) between the organized layers of collagen fibers of 
the epimysial deep fascia. After identification of the densification and 
measurement of thickness, 30-45 seconds of mechanical treatment 
consisting of deep, oscillating manual pressure was applied directly 
over the identified densification.  Measurement was immediately 
taken using diagnostic ultrasound. In addition perceived pain was 
recorded using a 15cm visual analog scale (VAS) immediately pre 
and post treatment. The study found that even brief treatment using 
mechanical methods of FM led to reduced fascial thickness and statistically significant positive correlation between densification 
thickness and pain ratings pre and post treatment in females. No statistically significant differences were found in densification 
thickness or pain ratings between males and females. This study also demonstrated that densifications are measurable using 
diagnostic ultrasound.  The findings of this study suggest that even brief FM treatment is effective at reducing  pain and reducing 
fascial thickness and that diagnostic ultrasound may be useful as a pre and post treatment diagnostic tool.
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